
 

STRUCTURING  
THE BODY 

 

LESSON 5 
Organizational Options:Organizational Options:Organizational Options:Organizational Options:    
Information can be organized in many ways.  Choosing which way to organize a piece 
of writing is a little like picking out shoes.  Sometimes you want to be dressy and      
formal, sometimes you need flip-flops for the beach, other times it makes more sense to 
wear sturdy running shoes.  Today we’re going to try on some shoes—just to see how 
some different styles fit us.   
 

Organizing by Space.  Organizing by Space.  Organizing by Space.  Organizing by Space.  If a writer is describing, say, a room, they might begin with the big impression—size 
or color– then move gradually to smaller details: furniture, windows, lighting, rugs, then toys, pictures,    
figurines; then the spider on the window ledge, the half-eaten candy bar, the open book, the sock on the rug.   
 
Organizing by Time.  Organizing by Time.  Organizing by Time.  Organizing by Time.  If writers are working on stories, or explaining events, they might organize         
chronologically.  They need to include specific events, but not every one, because the story will grow too 
big, sprawling, and unmanageable.  This can happen if a writer begins too far before the real story even 
starts.  They shouldn’t go too long after the real story ends either.  Keep a story small, starting with what 
matters, and when the story ends, stop. 
 
Organizing by Content.  Organizing by Content.  Organizing by Content.  Organizing by Content.  When writing an informational piece on something like black bears, you could begin 
by listing all the important things you know.  For the body of the paper, you might group details together in 
subcategories, for example, what black bears eat, where they live, their natural enemies, and so on.  From 
there, you could write paragraphs developing those categories.  This approach keeps a writer from skipping 
around.  Then, end with a surprise or an important tidbit: “Though often feared, black bears rarely attack 
people.”  Don’t “pre-organize” your writing into nice little five-paragraph themes.  If you have more than 
five subcategories, great, if you have fewer (but with more details), that’s fine too.   
 
Organizing by Perspective.  Organizing by Perspective.  Organizing by Perspective.  Organizing by Perspective.  For a persuasive essay, it’s important to keep everything focused on the main 
issue.  Begin with a clear statement of your position.  Then, lay out the arguments in favor of it and against 
it.  You should give the best evidence you can to support the side that you feel is right.  End with a strong 
conclusion that focuses on the advantage of your position.   

 

What you do:What you do:What you do:What you do: 
1. Carefully read the four different styles of organization above.   
2. Now we’re going to “try on those different shoes” by attempting to write in each of 

the different organizational style above.   
3. Here are four topics.  Select which organizational style best fits each topic.   
 

 The Gibraltar Rock Apes   Which presidential candidate is best 
 A high school football game  A trip to a museum that you enjoy. 
 

4.  Write four different pieces, using all four topics and all four organizational styles.  


